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WEEDS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

THE DOUBLEGEE 

By G. R. W. MEADLY, M.Sc., Offlcer-in-Charge, Weeds and Seeds Branch 

DOUBLEGEE, like a number of other major weeds, is native to South Africa. It 
was introduced to Western Australia during the first years of settlement. 

There is no more trouble

some weed in Western Aus

tralia than doublegee. It 

competes strongly with crop 

and pasture and its spiny 

fruits penetrate the hoofs of 

stock, causing lameness. 

Doublegee is a quick-grow

ing annual which soon pro

duces a strong taproot and 

forms seeds at an early stage 

of growth. Dormant seeds 

continue to germinate for a 

number of years and a suc

cession of germinations often 

occurs in the one season. 

The seedlings are capable 

of surviving adverse condi

tions and making rapid re

covery. 

An article in the Sydney Morning 
Herald of December 7, 1912, read as fol
lows—"In 1830 the ship Margaret left 
Bristol, England, with passengers for the 
Swan River Settlement and during the 
voyage called at Cape Town, where one of 
the intending settlers procured some seeds 
of the so-called Cape spinach, a plant 
known to botanists as Emex australis, with 
the view of cultivating it in the land of 
his adoption. In due course the seeds were 
sown in a garden and the resulting plants 
grew vigorously but instead of being a 
useful and palatable vegetable it has 
proved to be one of the most obnoxious 
weeds ever acclimatised in Western Aus
tralia." 

At first the plant spread mostly in the 
coastal areas near Geraldton, later ex
tending to the Murchison and Gascoyne 
and eventually to the Kimberleys. 

It is now widespread in the pastoral 
areas and is also a serious pest in many 
parts of the wheatbelt besides causing 
concern in parts of the South-West. In 
the North-West it is mainly located along 
the rivers, but further south has a more 
general distribution. Although growing 
most vigorously on heavy soils it is by no 
means restricted to them. 

Until about 1870, doublegee was not re
corded from any other State, but it then 
appeared in South Australia where it is 
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DOUBLEGEE 
(Emex australis SteinhJ 

Portion of plant showing habit of growth. Subsidiary drawings show details 
of fruits, flower and seed 

Drawing by C. A. Gardner. 

known as "spiny Emex" or "three-cornered 
jack." It was later recorded in Victoria 
and New South Wales and was reported 
from Queensland in 1911. 

DESCRIPTION 
The name doublegee is derived from 

dubbeltge-doorn, the Afrikaan for devil's 
thorn—an appropriate title. 

It is a vigorous, spreading annual with 
rather fleshy prostrate or ascending stems 
up to several feet long, and a long thick 
taproot. The leaf blades, mainly two to 
three inches long, range from oval to 
triangular and are on stalks of about the 
same length. 

The flowers are inconspicuous, but the 
fruits are very distinctive. They are woody, 
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DOUBLEGEE 
lEmex australis SteinhJ 

Doublegee was introduced from South Africa as a vegetable in the early days of 
settlement and now occurs in most parts of the State. Besides causing lameness in 

animals it competes vigorously with crops and is hard to control 
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one quarter inch long and triangular in 
cross section, and bear three rigid spines. 
Unless harshly treated the single seed 
remains enclosed in the fruit. 

Doublegee is a member of the family 
Polygonaceae, which also includes docks, 
sorrel and wireweed. 

SIGNIFICANCE 
Doublegee is not relished by stock and 

usually is only eaten when grazed ac
cidentally along with other herbage. 

Although not generally regarded as a 
toxic species it contains oxalic acid and, 
in a recent case investigated by officers 
of the Department of Agriculture, field 
evidence indicated that doublegee was re
sponsible for the loss of three rams. In 
this case practically the entire herbage 
consisted of young doublegee plants. 

It competes vigorously with useful plants 
and is a problem in cereal crops, especially 
on the heavier soils. Doublegee is also 
troublesome in pastures but not to the 
same extent as on arable land. 

Many cases of animals becoming lame 
and crippled have been caused by the 
rigid spines of the fruits penetrating their 
hoofs. The spines are so placed that one 
can always be expected to be in a vertical 
position. Such lameness is particularly 
serious in travelling stock and makes 
animals more vulnerable to the attacks of 
dogs and foxes. Sheep having soft hoofs 
after transport by boat are likely to suffer 
severely as also are young lambs. Double-
gees can also be uncomfortable and even 
dangerous for bare-footed children and 
have been the cause of many punctured 
bicycle tyres. 

CONTROL 
Since the original introduction in the 

early days of settlement, the weed has 
been spread extensively. There are now 
few districts in the State where it does 
not occur. 

Rubber-tyred vehicles, including aero
planes, have been important distributing 
agencies, along with stock, hay, chaff and 
poorly-graded lines of subterranean clover 
seed. In clover seed the doublegees them
selves may be present, often with the 

spines broken by the threshing, or some
times the seeds have been removed from 
the fruits. 

The seeds are similar in shape to those 
of a dock. 

Although an annual, doublegee is a par
ticularly difficult weed to control. This is 
due to several characteristics. The plants 
seed very freely and the first seeds are 
formed at an early stage of growth when 
the plants are comparatively small. Again, 
the fruits are well-adapted for spreading 
and the protected seeds retain their 
vitality for many years. 

Cultural Methods 
Where only isolated plants are present, 

they should be grubbed and, if bearing 
seeds, destroyed by burning. 

Small infestations can be confined by 
fencing to prevent spread by stock and 
taking care to avoid distribution by 
vehicles and machinery. 

With large areas, cultural methods pro
vide the most effective means of control. 
Shallow cultivation in February and March 
will induce a high percentage of germina
tion with the first winter rains, after which 
further cultivation will do much to destroy 
the seedlings. 

In the wheatbelt, in cases where double
gee control is the primary objective, a 
modified crop rotation is then often desir
able. This involves alternating an early 
variety of wheat with fallow for some 
years. The use of an early variety allows 
a cultivation to be made following germ
ination after the first rains. Some farmers 
favour a three-year rotation—clean fallow, 
wheat and oats—the oats, for grazing, 
replacing the pasture year. Such rotations 
are dictated by the weed infestation and 
no doubt would not be followed in the 
absence of doublegees. 

The working of the land should be de
signed to induce germination and exhaust 
the supply of seeds in the soil. Deep 
ploughing is not favoured, as seed buried 
in this way can be expected to germinate 
when brought to the surface by subsequent 
workings, even if these are delayed for a 
number of years. 

In areas where pasture establishment 
is possible, sowing clovers and grasses, 
with liberal dressings of superphosphate, 
has checked the growth of doublegee. 
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Farmers prefer to leave heavily-infested 
land under clover for an extended period 
before cropping because germination of the 
weed is stimulated as soon as the soil is 
worked. 

Herbicides 
The hormone-like herbicides do not give 

satisfactory control of the doublegee. 
This is surprising because the habit of 

the plant and the fact that it is an annual 
suggest that it should be susceptible to 
moderate rates of application. However, 
this is not the case. Results of Depart
ment of Agriculture trials started when 
these chemicals first became available 
have not been encouraging. 

Farmers have claimed varying degrees 
of success with use of different 2,4-D 
formulations while some of our trials have 
caused a marked suppression of growth 
and, in some cases, a high degree of con
trol. After many detailed investigations 
extending over several years, however, we 
are unable to recommend a treatment that 
is likely to give consistent results and 
destroy a high proportion of the plants. 
This does not mean that in some cases 
spraying is not warranted in order to 
reduce the competitive effect of the weed. 

Trials with Dinoc (30 per cent, sodium 
dinitro-orthocresylate) gave more promis
ing results. 

A high degree of control of seedling 
doublegees was obtained by spraying with 
a solution of Dinoc in water in the pro
portion of 1 : 100 by volume. Two pounds 
of sulphate of ammonia was added to each 
100 gallons of solution. In the case of 
small plants, satisfactory results were 
obtained with applications of 100 gallons 
per acre and although cereals were "tip
ped" to a certain extent no permanent 
injury was caused. 

This method has been used for the con
trol of doublegees in cereal test rows at 
research stations but is scarcely practic
able for extensive areas for two reasons. 
First, the cost of chemical exceeds 30s. 
per acre and second, high volumes must 
be applied, calling for large quantities of 
water and making low-volume equipment 
unsuitable for application. 

Small areas can be destroyed by spray
ing with chemicals such as sodium 

chlorate, altrazine and monuron. One 
pound of sodium chlorate or one ounce of 
the other preparations dissolved in one 
gallon of water is a suitable solution and 
will spray 30 square yards. These treat
ments are not selective and will affect 
pasture plants. Treatment over a period 
of years is necessary to cope with dormant 
seeds. 

Trials with Herbicides 
Trials with hormone-like herbicides 

have been carried out at many centres 
using different rates of a number of 
formulations applied by means of ground 
boom units and aircraft. Within a few 
days of spraying with these chemicals the 
doublegee plants usually show formative 
effects, these being most pronounced in 
the case of seedlings. The leaves tend to 
twist and become more erect and a swell
ing develops at the base of the stem. A 
splitting of the runners is a characteristic 
symptom, and the growth of the weed is 
generally depressed. Malformation and 
proliferation of floral parts also occurs. 

Even with rates as low as 4 oz. acid 
equivalent per acre some of the smaller 
plants usually succumb. The degree of 
effect on the remainder is variable. The 
growth of some is scarcely interrupted 
while others, although showing obvious in
jury, make renewed growth from terminal 
growing points. Plants affected more 
severely form shoots from near the base 
of the stem. Those which recover produce 
a number of normal viable seeds. 

Various formulations of 2,4-D used at 
a wide range of acid equivalent levels have 
not proved consistently effective against 
doublegees and could not be considered as 
a means of eradicating this plant or even 
causing a reduction in regeneration the 
following year. 

The most effective results followed two 
applications of herbicide within a fort
night. At the Chapman Research Station, 
Nabawa, complete control was obtained 
with all double treatments including 6 oz. 
acid equivalent per acre of 2,4-D amine. 
With this trial, however, a high degree of 
control was obtained with a single treat
ment of 6 oz. acid equivalent of the amine, 
while the same range of treatments used 
at Beverley in the same season did not 
give any significant control. 
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As with a number of other weeds, some
what better results have been obtained 
under crop than under pasture conditions. 
The spraying of doublegees in a crop, par
ticularly when other susceptible weeds are 
present, could be economic in areas where 
this weed is vigorous and strongly com
petitive. Although a high proportion of 
kill cannot be expected, 6 oz. of acid 
equivalent per acre of the ester of 2,4-D 
has caused suppression of growth for a 
period and could result in considerable 
advantage to the crop if applied when the 
weeds are small. Doublegees generally 
have been affected to a greater extent by 
the ester than by similar quantities of the 
amine or sodium salt of either 2,4-D or 
M.C.P.A. 

The volume of solution does not appear 
to be an important factor, as was sug
gested at one stage. Reducing the volume 
from eight to four gallons, applied with 
a low-volume boom caused no improve
ment and similar results followed the ap
plication of the same quantity of active 
chemical in two gallons per acre by 
means of an aircraft. 

There is evidence that treatments are 
more effective in the northern parts of 
the wheatbelt, possibly associated with 
more rapid growth in the early part of 
the season. This apparent advantage is 
offset by the fact that, in those districts, 
doublegees tend to germinate over a longer 
period. 

Further research is in progress, financed 
by the State Wheat Research Fund. 
Several aspects are being investigated in
cluding factors affecting dormancy and 
the influence of competing pasture species. 

Additional herbicides are also being 
tested. 

Unbeatable Value! 

Farm 
Buildings 

UNBEATABLE 
FOR 

strength 
adaptability 
and price! 

The low cost of Bouchers steel frame farm 
buildings will surprise you. Standard com
ponents keep costs down and allow you to 
extend your building at will. Write today 
to Bouchers for more information on 
Machinery, Hay and Shearing Sheds. 

I N D U S T R I E S L T D . 
P H O N E 2 4 1 0 4 1 

Scarborough Bieaeh Rd., Osborne Park 
N 1 8SISSANE S WUMBtauCH Ltd ) 
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THE GREAT THIRST' . . . Progress through WATER. 

mirage wmcn snail be made to matenalis 

in clover" 

"This could be the surface of the moon . . . lifeless, unyielding. But 

I'll make it change! Picture prize cattle out there and, what's more, 

standing knee-deep in clover." 

A vision flashes, then fades in seconds. And yet this very vision is the 
mirage which shall be made to materialise . . . one moment from the 

future, frozen into reality 
When water flows. For water 
will transform the wastelands, 

our last frontiers for food to feed our growing millions. 

Even now. the visionary man on the land takes stock of water. Meeting 

the challenge, he pumps water from a sluggish stream . . . catches the 

spill of a recent flood . . . finds water quiescent under the very land which 

thirsts for it. His scheme may be reckoned in footage, but it's backed by 

the mileage of State-laid projects. Each is vital. 

And whether grazier or Government, irrigation planners who think wisely, 
think Hardie's. That's because Fibrolite Pipes are readily available 
throughout Australia, because their proven economy slashes project 
budgets and makes an earlier start possible for essential schemes . . . 
because they're backed by Hardie's unbeatable experience in the 
manufacture of asbestos-cement pipes. 

The Green Pastures 

Lush with lucerne . . . filled with green fodders, feeding from the black soil—soil watered 

from wells and open sources, with 1,200-odd pumps, lifting the lifeblood to the thirsty acres 

This is Lockyer Valley, the Queensland Eden west of Brisbane and also vegetable bin to 

nearby metropolis and distant towns. Nearly 20,000 acres are now under irrigation, with 

further potential poetic . . . 40,000 acres to follow. 

This is one of the many projects being carried out by 

each State in Australia. 5**? l e : 

Hardie's local Irrigation Distributors have been selectea 

to give you service and advice because of their wide 

knowledge and experience in all irrigation problems. 

They are ready to help you. 

Fibrolite Pipes 
*l«fSTOS CfMfMrfii ) /M 

FIRST IN AUSTRALIA 

J A M E S H A R D I E & C O Y . P T Y . L I M I T E D 

IR.26A 
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